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Corpus-Based Study of Two Synonyms—Obtain and Gain 

Bing-jie GU  
Ningbo Dahongying University, Ningbo, China 

 

With the advancement and prevalence of computer engineering, corpus-based approach of language analysis is on 

the rise. In this study, corpus-based approach is being adopted to compare two verbal synonyms—obtain and gain 

in terms of genre, colligation, collocation, and semantic prosody. The online tools, such as Sketch Engine, BNC 

Web, and Just the Word, are been adopted. The differences of two synonyms are as following: Noun is more 

collocated with obtain and passive voice pattern with preposition is more widely used. The verb form gain is 

collocated with abstract noun and most of them are endowed with the positive semantic prosody. It is also found 

that Oxford Dictionary failed to add the semantic prosody and dropped the frequently used collocation such as 

“obtained by pretence”. For ESL (English as Second Language) teachers, they should be cautious in the traditional 

practice of explaining meaning to leaners by offering synonyms. Moreover, semantic prosody should be taken into 

account in translating English into Chinese. 

Keywords: synonyms, colligation, collocation, semantic prosody  

Introduction 
With the advancement and prevalence of computer engineering, corpus-based approach of language 

analysis is on the rise. Comparing with the traditional approach, corpus-based approach can provide the 
linguists with improved reliability because it attaches great importance to empirical data and assists researchers 
to find differences that intuition alone may not perceive (Francis, Hunston, & Manning, 1996).  

The aim of the essay is to adopt the corpus-based approach to discover the difference of two synonyms 
words (gain and obtain) in terms of genre, colligation, collocation, and semantic prosody. It can be divided into 
three parts. The first part is the brief literature review on synonyms study and the theory on word meaning 
exploration under corpus-based approach. The second part is the detailed study of the two synonyms words 
gain and obtain using online corpora tools Sketch Engine, BNC Web, and Just the Word. The rational and 
process will be further discussed. The third part is conclusion and possible implication of this study to the fields, 
such as dictionary writing, English language education and translation.  

Literature Review 
In the online Oxford Dictionary (2005), synonyms are defined as “a word or phrase that means exactly or 

nearly the same as another word or phrase in the same language”. But these equivalencies can be very 
misleading, because synonymous words are typically used in different ways and convey different connotations. 
Corpus-based analyses are particularly well suited to unveil systematic differences, ranging from register 
difference to association with other collocations (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, 2006, p. 43).  
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To be specific, corpora, known as a body of naturally occurring language, provides authentic texts which 
are sampled to be representative of a particular language (McEnery, XIAO, & Tono, 2006, p. 5). What is more, 
corpus-based analysis makes extensive use of computers to conduct quantitative tests on linguistic features, 
such as frequency and mutual information, which will be discussed in the second part. In addition to its 
linguistic feature, the non-linguistic features, such as varieties defined by register and periods of time, can be 
also found in corpus (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, 2006, p. 7). One frequently cited limitation of corpus is that it 
cannot give information or explanations, though it can provide evidence for hypothesis (Hunston, 2002, p. 23). 
To address this problem, functional interpretations can be used to complement the quantitative analysis and to 
explain the statistics.  

In terms of meaning comparison, Sinclair (2004) proposed that a word, as the unit of meaning, is related 
with other words around it (p. 27). In corpus, we can find out the meaning from the discourse it extracted from 
(Halliday, Teubert, & Cermakova, 2005, p. 105). According to Sinclair (1996), the internal structure of word 
has four parameters, which take different values and go from concrete to abstract: colligation, collocation, 
semantic preference, and semantic prosody. First, colligation is the concept proposed by Firth (1957) to refer to 
“the interrelation of grammatical categories in syntactical structure” (p. 12). Second, collocation, which defined 
as the items in the environment set by the span (McEnery & Hardie, 2012, p. 107), is widely used in synonymy 
comparison. In detailed analysis, there are two major approaches: “collocation-via-significance” as oppose to 
“collocation-via-concordance” (McEnery & Hardie, 2012, pp. 126-127). The former one depends on more 
rigorous inferential statistical tests than simple frequency counts and is now extensively used in collocation 
analysis (XIAO, 2008). Third, in terms of semantic preference, Stubbs (2001) defined it as the relation, not 
between individual words, but between a lemma or word form and a set of semantically related words. Fourth, 
words and phrases are said to have a negative or positive semantic prosody if they typically co-occur with units 
that have a negative or positive meaning according to Stubbs (1996, p. 176). If both positive and negative 
collocates exist in the context, the word can be said to bear a neutral or mixed semantic prosody. Notably, 
semantic prosody is a concept rooted in the concordance-based analysis of collocation (McEnery & Hardie, 
2012, p. 136).  

The Corpus-Based Analysis of Two Synonyms  
In this part, two synonyms gain and obtain will be studied in adoption of corpus-based analysis. Obtain is 

the verb while gain can be used as verb and noun. The focus is on the verb usage to facilitate the comparison. 
Based on the Oxford Dictionary, obtain and gain both ranked in top 1000 frequently used words. Obtain means 
“get and acquire something (wanted or desirable)” and gain means “obtain and secure” with additional meaning 
of increase, typically followed by weight or speed. The differences in genre distribution, colligation, 
collocation, and semantic prosody will be analyzed based on the three online corpora tools: Sketch Engine, 
BYU-BNC, and Just the Word. BNC (British National Corpus) will be used since its gold Oxford Dictionary 
standard among corpora of British English gives the large size, level of annotation, and availability (Anderson 
& Corbett, 2009, p. 10). BNC Web offers standard query of concordance, including user-friendly interface of 
collocation. In Sketch Engine, BNC is also one of the sub-corpora and Sketch Diff function offers collocation 
difference in a straightforward setting. Just the Word offers the colligation with frequency and it is also based 
on BNC. The detailed analysis with rationales is as followings. 
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Figure 3. The colligation difference of two words. 

 

It can be found that obtain and gain mainly are collocated with object noun, noun subject, and adverb. In 
terms of similarity, these two words share the similar frequency ratio in the pattern of “v+obj n” and “v+adv”. 
However, the difference in colligation lies in “subj+v” and “v+prep+object”. It shows that obtain is more 
frequently used in the passive voice. The reasons will be also analyzed in the collocation part.  

Collocation Difference 
The first part will focus on the pattern of “v+n” and “v+prep+obj” to see the collocation with noun given 

the high frequency. To put into practice, gain and obtain as verbs shall be typed {gain/V} and {obtain/V} as 
lemmas on BNC Web in a 0-5 span, though the drawback of including some unnecessary words shall be aware. 
Tag of noun will be chosen. When it comes to the significance of collocation, mutual information (MI) and t 
test are used together to measure collocation strength in consideration of corpus size (McEnery, XIAO, & Tono, 
2006, p. 56). Hunston (2002, p. 71) proposed an MI score of 3 or higher to be taken as evidence that two items 
are collocated. A t score of 2 or higher is normally considered to be statistically significant. In this study, MI3 
and t score higher than 2 are both examed to find the noun collocation of both words. Figure 4 shows the noun 
collocation difference of these two verbs. 
 

Obtain:                                  Gain:     

 
Figure 4. The noun collocation difference of two words. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of subject collocation. 

 

The third part of difference lies in the collocation with adverbs (see Figure 10). The adverb to describe 
obtain can be categorized into adverbs of manners (dishonestly, illegally, and fraudulently), adverbs of time 
(subsequently, previously), and adverbs of place (elsewhere). The common adverbs to describe gain are adverbs 
of degree (steadily, substantially, and considerably) and adverbs of frequency (rapidly, gradually). The 
findings correspond to the collocation difference in the part of noun collocation.  

 

 
Figure 10. Comparison of adverb collocation. 
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The Difference in Semantic Prosody 
Concordance lines in BNC of Sketch Engine will be used to analyze the semantic prosody of the two 

words. Again, the lemma of verb shall be chosen and KWIC shall be ticked. The words immediately after (to 
the right of) the selected words are in alphabetical order.  

The Appendix 1 is “obtain” in 100 alphabetically sorted random concordances. It should be noted that as 
analyzed in the collocation part, the phrase “obtain (money/property) by pretences” as “v+prep+obj” pattern 
indicates negative connotation of criminal charge, though “obtain money/property” as “v+noun” pattern does 
not endow with the negative connotation. In this sense, the whole concordance will be analyzed in terms of the 
patterns with preposition.  

In terms of pattern “v+prep+obj”, the preposition by, which accounts for 17 concordances, shows the way 
to obtain, while the preposition from, which accounts for 11, explains the channel in which something been 
obtained. “Obtained by false pretences”, “obtained by fraud”, and “obtained a pecuniary advantage by 
deception” are all endowed with the negative connotation and appear four times in total. The other collocations, 
such as “authorization must be obtained from HMIP”, “the oil obtained from the plant”, and “material can be 
obtained by calling”, do not have either positive or negative connotation.  

Among the remaining 83 concordances, noun or noun phrase collocated with obtain will be the focus of 
analysis. Abortion, problem, and low wage as objects of verb refer apparently to bad things. License, support, 
consent, and qualification are endowed with positive denotation. The remaining 67 noun collocations, such as 
result, figure, and treatment, do not have either positive or negative denotation. Figure 11 demonstrates the 
types of semantic prosody, frequency, and corresponding percentage. To conclude, “obtain” has neutral or 
mixed semantic prosody.  

 

 
Figure 11. Semantic prosody of obtain. 

 

The concordances of gain are also alphabetically sorted (see Appendix 2). It can be found that gain is 
dominantly collocated with the nouns which have positive denotation, such as popularity, independence, 
confidence, and value. Though “impression” and “time” are neutral noun, “correct impression” and “accurate 
time” as noun phrases have positive denotation. Weight, height, information, and statistics are neutral, but it 
should be stressed that gain means increase when collocate with weight and height. Nothing and none are 
ambiguous or with neutral denotation. The following diagram (see Figure 12) manifests the types of semantic 
prosody, frequency, and corresponding percentage. To conclude, gain has positive semantic prosody overall.  
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semantic prosody. Similarly, gain in gain respective is translated as “赢得” (yingde), which has positive 
semantic prosody.  
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